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Consider the diffraction of a beam of particles in Iw3 when the dielectric coef- 
ficient is a constant E, above a surface S and a (different) constant c2 below S. and 
the magnetic permeability is constant p throughout Iw3. S is assumed to be a doubly 
periodic surface, say z =f(.x, J?) with ,f(x + mL,, y+ nL,) =f(x, y) for integers 
m, n. The existence and uniqueness of a solution satisfying a “radiation condition” 
at infinity is reduced to a system of Fredholm equations. Thus, for all but a discrete 
set of E’S there exists a unique solution. c 1992 Acadennc Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider a surface S: z =f(x, y) where f is doubly periodic, i.e., 
f(x + mL,, y + nL,) =f(x, y) for all integers m, n. (Actually we shall con- 
sider a more general periodic surface; see Section 1.) Above S the dielectric 
coefficient is a constant E, and below it the dielectric coefficient is another 
constant s2, s2 # cl. The magnetic permeability is assumed to be constant 
p throughout [w3. We are interested in solving the scattering problem for a 
linear electromagnetic wave coming down from z = +co. The case where f 
is independent of y, i.e., f =f(x), was recently studied by Chen and 
Friedman [3]; they reduced the problem to a coupled pair of Fredholm 
equations. 
The problem studied in this paper belongs to the subject which is 
commonly referred to as diffractive optics in grating material. Interesting 
engineering and numerical aspects can be found in the collection of articles 
edited by R. Petit [9]. Related work was done by Nedelec and Starling [S] 
who studied periodic arrays of antennas, and Bellout and Friedman [l] 
who considered scattering by stripe grating for the Schrodinger equation. 
The approach of this paper, like the one in [3], is based on integral 
equations: we represent he solution in terms of a “fundamental solution,” 
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and use the transmission conditions to derive integral equations for the 
“surface fields.” However, the present paper differs from [3] in a number 
of important technical details. 
Numerical schemes for solving the Maxwell equations by integral 
equations have been introduced by Benaldi [2]. 
In Section 1 we introduce the periodic Maxwell equations. Constructing, 
in Section 2, a periodic fundamental solution for the appropriate elliptic 
equation, we use it in Section 3 to obtain an integral representation for the 
periodic components E,, H, of the solution. In Section 4 we study integral 
operators which appear in the representation of E,, H, and then, in 
Section 5, we derive jump relations. These lead, in Section 6, to integral 
equations for the surface field Z, J on S. Additional analysis shows that the 
equations can be reduced to a Fredholm type system of equations. Conse- 
quently, when the first alternative holds, there is a unique solution. This 
solution satisfies also appropriate “radiation conditions” at infinity. 
Further, when the first alternative holds, there is no other solution of the 
Maxwell equations which is periodic and satisfies the “radiation condition” 
at infinity. 
We finally mention that the scattering problem studied in this paper is 
motivated by industrial manufacturing processes which use microelectronic 
tools to make optical devices [S]. 
1. THE PERIODIC MAXWELL EQUATIONS 
Let S be a surface imbedded in [w” with C2 parametrization F: Iw2 + [w3: 
F(u) = (f,(U)> .fi(U)? .fAu)), 
where u = (ul, u2) E [w2 (for piecewise smooth S, see Remark 6.1). Let 
L,, L, be positive constants. Define the lattice 
A=L,zxL,zx{o}cR3, Z={O, &l, +2 )... }. 
We assume that S is periodic with respect o n in the sense that 
(SC-l {x})+n=Sn {x+n} 
for all n = (n,, n2, 0) E /i, x = (xi, x2, x3) E iw’. We also assume that F is 
periodic: There exists I,, I, > 0 such that 
F u,+9,u2+p 
i 
=F(u)+n 
I 2 > 
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for all n E A, UE W. The parametrization F can be viewed as a diffeo- 
morphism from the torus 
Q=R’/(f,Zxf,Z) 
onto 
s, = s/n. 
Note that there must exist a constant A4 such that 
I .f3(u)l 6 A4 for all U. 
S divides Iw3 into two open connected components. Let Q, denote 
the component containing some element x such that x3 > M, and let 
n,= (suf2,)c. 
Suppose that Q, and Q, are tilled with materials in such a way that the 
magnetic permeability p is constant throughout iw3, and the dielectric coef- 
ficient E satisfies 
E(X) = 
i 
El in 52, 
E2 in Q,, 
where E, and ~~ are complex constants, E, # e,. We assume that Re E > 0, 
Im E 3 0. The case Im E > 0 accounts for absorption [4]. 
Let E, H denote complex vector fields on lR3. Setting 
E’=EI,,, H’= HI,, (j= 1,2), 
the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in each Sz, are 
VxE’-icopH’=O in Q,, (1.1) 
VX HJ+ioe,E~l=O in SL,. (1.2) 
(The customary constant c representing the speed of light has been 
absorbed into the “frequency” w.) The weak form of Maxwell’s equations 
in a neighborhood of S gives the following jump relations on S: 
qx(E’-E2)=0, (1.3) 
rjx(H’-H’)=O, (1.4) 
r/.(~,E’-c,E~)=0, (1.5) 
q.(H’-H*)=O, (1.6) 
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where q is normal to S. It can be shown [3] that (1.5), (1.6) follow from 
( 1 .l )-( 1.4). Our goal is to solve ( 1 . 1 )-( 1.4) when a linearly polarized plane 
wave 
E*(x) = se’y’ y, H*(x) = p&Y .’ 
is incident on S from Q,. Here, p, q E R3 are constants representing the 
polarization and incidence, respectively, and s = ( ~/WE 1 )( p x q). The vectors 
p, q must satisfy 
q.q=~2w, p.q=o, 
in order for E,, H, to satisfy (l.l), (1.2) in 52,. 
In the particular case S = {x E R3: x3 = 0}, the corresponding solution of 
Maxwell’s equations ( 1.1 )-( 1.4) can be found explicitly: 
(1.7) 
where 
q= (41,422 -431, 
4= (417 42?43), 43= -cw~q-(q:+q:H”2, 
E2 
v=-. 
E 
The reflection vectors pr, s, and the transmission (or refraction) vectors 
p,, s, are determined as follows. It is convenient o write 
p = p’ + p”, 
where p’ . e3 = 0 (we denote the standard unit basis vectors for R3 by 
e, , e2, e3). In the case p” = 0, the incident wave is called transverse magnetic 
(TM), and have 
P, = 
43v - 43 
~ P> 
2q3 v 
43v+ 43 
Pt = 
q3v+43 
P? 
&=--&(PrW, 
1 
&=-&(P,xB). 
2 
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In the case p’ = 0, the incident wave is called transverse electric (TE), and 
we have 
s -43-43s 
r q3+43 ’ 
%3 s =-F 
’ q3+43” 
pr = - JE.5 (3, x cj), 
G.4 
Pr = - 5 (s, x 4). 
In the general case, E, and H, can be expressed as the sum of TM and TE 
components. 
Given the incidence vector q = (q,, q2, q3), let c( = (ql, q2, 0) and define 
E,(x) = epic’ ‘E(x), H,(x) = e ‘“‘.‘H(x). 
Maxwell’s equations (1.1 )-( 1.4) are then equivalent to 
(V+icc)xE’,-iWpLH/,=O 
(V+ia)xH/+imc,E:,=O I 
in Sz,, 
qx(E;-Ef)=O 
on S. 
qx(H;-H;)=O 
(1.1’) 
(1.2’) 
(1.3’) 
(1.4’) 
We are interested in fields E, H for which E,, H, are periodic over the 
lattice A. Thus we are led to search for solutions to (1.1 ‘)-( 1.4’) in the 
quotient space P/A. 
2. PERIODIC FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
Let k = co(pz)‘~* where Re k > 0, Im k 3 0. In this section we construct a 
fundamental solution to the equation 
{(V+ia)*+k*} u=O (2.1) 
on the space [w3/A; here (V + icr)* means (A + 2icl .V - 1~1’). It is easily seen 
that if E,, H, satisfy (l.l’), (1.2’) then E,, H, satisfy (2.1) individually. In 
the next section we shall use the fundamental solution to obtain an integral 
representation for E,, H,. 
For n=(n,,n,,O)EA, let 
( 2nn, 2nn, Lx, = F’yyO > 
We shall henceforth assume that for j = 1, 2, 
k*I,,# bn-4’ for all n E A. (2.3) 
(2.2) 
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If Im k > 0 then (2.3) certainly holds; otherwise, an arbitrarily small pertur- 
bation of k satisfies (2.3). We set 
/j’,2=e,fr/* lk2- /a,--r121’;“, nEA, (2.4) 
where 
O=arg(k’- I%,,---MI’), Od0<2n, 
and define the A-periodic sum 
(2.5) 
Notice that if Im k = 0 then 
B = !k2- /~(,,--rl~)‘;~ 
i 
for k2> la,---r/* 
n z/Icc,--12-k21’.‘2 for k2< Ia,--z12, (2.6) 
so Im 0, = 0 for at most a finite set of n, and Im /I, > 0 for all other n. In 
the case Im k > 0, we have Im B,? > 0 always. Thus for x3 # 0 the terms in 
the sum (2.5) decay exponentially as InI -+ cc and the sum converges 
absolutely. 
LEMMA 2.1. The sum ek satisfies 
((V+icr)‘+k’} ajk= - C 
,,tA 6 
,1 in a’, 
wihere 6, is the Dirac measure at n. 
Proof. Let a, = (l//I,,) erDn’\-iiP”n li, $” = (i/2L, L,) C,,, GN a,. Using the 
fact that ai = k2 - la,, - x12, we have 
=(la12-k2)$“-2ia.V$N-& 1 2 C P,aAx3). 
Hence, for rp E C,7-(R3), 
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(where the Fourier transform is with respect o the first two variables with 
x3 = 0). Letting N+ CC and applying the Poisson summation formula 
[ 6, (7.2.1)‘] yields 
1 _ 
-c ( 
27cn, 2xn, 
- ~ 
L2Lz,EA cp L: ’ L: > 
= c dn), 
n t A 
which completes the proof. 1 
Remark 2.1. The formula (2.5) can be obtained formally by applying 
the Poisson summation formula directly to the periodic sum 
I? (ltn) (P/Ax + n),
where (Pi =efk”l/4~ 1x1 is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz 
equation (A + k2) u = 0. This approach can be rigorously justified in the 
case of a single periodic surface S; see [3]. 
Remark 2.2. The formula (2.5) is well known and is related to the 
so-called Rayleigh expansion for diffraction gratings; see [9]. 
3. PERIODIC INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
We will show that solutions E,, H, to (1 .l ‘), (1.2’) can be represented 
inside each Sz, in the form 
E,(x)=J {iwpZ(y)$,(x-y)-J(y)x@&-y) 
.%I 
+ && CV,(4Y). %(x - Y)) + (Z(Y). ia) wx - Y)lI dS>. (3.1) 
H,(x) = Jso { io&J(y) $k( x-y)+z(y)x@k,(A-Y) 
+-& [V,(J(y) .uld,(x-4’))+(J(4’) .ia)‘ak(x- v)l) q,., (3.2) 
where 
4&(x - y) = - (V, + icc) Ic/Jx - y) (3.3) 
and Z, J are “surface fields” on S,: vector fields on S, such that Z. y = 
J.v]=O. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For surface fields I, J with integrable components, and for 
x$ So, the fieZds (3.1), (3.2) satisfy (l.l’), (1.2’). 
ProoJ: We will show (1.1’); the proof of (1.2’) is similar. Using the 
relations V.Y$k(x - y) = -V,Iclk(x - y), V x V = 0, and V x (V x g) = 
V(V . g) - dg, one can establish the identities 
(V.,+id()xV,jI.&=O, (V,+ia)x j(I.ia)+Xk=O, 
Then from (3.1), (3.2), (noting periodicity) 
(V,+k)xE,(x)=~ {-k2J~k+i~~~~~~+VVx(J.~~) 
.%I 
+ (J. ice) ek} dS,. = i~,aLH,(x). 1 
The representation (3.1), (3.2) can be simplified a little bit by performing 
an integration by parts. We need some notation first. 
At each point p = F(u) on S, the parametrization F determines the 
“coordinate frame” 
The induced Riemannian metric tensor on S, is given by @ = (g,) = 
(F, . F,), and the volume element is 
c(u) du = (det @)rj2 da, A du,. 
Each surface field I on S,, can be written in the form 
I=I,F, +I,F,, 
where I,, Z, are scalar functions on the torus Q. We write the covariant 
divergence of I 
v,.1=; 
[ 
-&Tl,)+~(al,) . I 2 1 
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LEMMA 3.2. If x $ SO and I is a surface field on S, then 
Proof Since x $ SO, I//,Jx - y) is smooth. Integrating by parts on the 
torus Q, 
j” I++h(x-y)dS,.=J {(W, +Z,F,).(V,ll/,)(x-F(u))) adu 
SO Q 
= s Q {a(Z,, Z,)~Vu(ti&--F(u)))l du 
= - V;(~l)Il/~(x-F(u)) du 
s Q 
= -s (V,.z) $/Ax- y)ds,,. I so 
Using the identity V,$,(x - y) = -V,$,(x - y) and Lemma 3.2, (3.1) 
and (3.2) can be written in the form 
Finally, note that (3.4), (3.5) are equivalent to 
where 5,(x, u) = $k(x - F(u)), &(x, u) = ek(x - F(u)). 
4. SOME INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
We wish to evaluate 
lim E,(x) 
x + p E s 
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using the integral representation of the last section. Singularities occur due 
to the V$ term in the kernel ‘2. In this section we analyze the singular 
integral operator associated with the kernel Vlc/. Let 
Denote 
We define 
W,(,~) = 1 v%dx + n), 
II t A 
where convergence is interpreted in the sense 
Convergence is uniform in x over compact sets in the complement of A. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant c such that 
forallxEQ,xR. 
Proof: Set qk,%=e Pi”‘(pk, where (Pk =erk”‘/4rr 1x1. Then 
((V+icc)‘+k*} qk,*= -6, in 9, (4.2) 
as follows easily from the fact that (V + k2) qk = -6,. From (4.2) and 
Lemma 2.1, 
in QOx R. It follows by elliptic regularity that (tik -(P~,~) is smooth in 
Q,, x R. Finally, it is easy to estimate 
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At each point p = F(o) E SO, we select the unit normal 
d”)= IF, x F,I 
-F, XFZ (u), 
(4.3 1 
We define the 3 x 3 matrix A, by 
Notice that A,’ maps the coordinate frame (e,, ez, e3) to the frame 
(F,, F2, -rl) at p=F(o). 
Using the notation 
where u, v E Q, z E IF!, and (u - u) means (u - u) lo0 E R2, define 
&AU, 0) =W,(A, ‘(0 -u, =)I 
- W,(F(u) - F(u) + zul(t’)). (4.4) 
LEMMA 4.2. For all u, u E Q, 121 d 1, 
Proof: From Lemma 4.1, we need only show that 
IV~,(F(o)-F(u)+zrl(a))-V~,(A,‘(u--u, z))l y$ 
For each u, we can change coordinate systems and without loss of 
generality consider the case where F(u) - F(u) = (ul, u2, f(u)), A; ’ = 1, 
and If (u)l d c IuI 2. (Although c may depend on II, there is a uniform 
bound.) Also, since Vq, is smooth away from the origin, we can assume 
that IuI < 1. We must estimate 
(u,, Uztf(U)+Z) (u,, u2> z) 
IU:+U:+(f(U)+i)2I3'2-IU:+U:+z213'2 
Setting r2 = UT + ui, it suffices to consider 
(r,f+z) (r, 2) 
~~2+(f+~)213,‘2-1~2+;213.;2 
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The first component is 
K,=; / lr* + z21312 - Ir* + (,f+ 
where N is the product of denominators. Writing 
and considering separately the cases IzI <r and IzI > r, we easily find that 
K, < C/Y. The second component 
K2=f~~r2+~2~3~2-Ir2+(f+-)2~3’2~ i 
N 
can be similarly estimated by K, < c. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. For all z E R, 
I Wo((ul -u,) F,(u) + (02 - ~2) F,(u) +zrl(o)) du QO 
=i Dd2V~O(Ar1(u-u,z))du= -=q(o), 240) 
where the second integral is in the sense (4.1). 
ProoJ Let p be the rotation in R3 such that 
p(F,)= IF,1 el, 
p(F,) = IF21 (cos Be, + sin Be,), 
P(V)= -e3, 
where IF, / I F2 I cos 8 = F, . F,. Noting that Vq, commutes with 
p: ~-~Vq,p =VqO, we find that 
J V~,(z?+(u,-u,)F,+(u,-u,)F2)du 
=P-’ j&Mu, -u,) IFll 
+ (u2 - u2) cos 9 IF21, (u2 - u2) sin 9 IF21, z) du. (4.5) 
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Changing variables and noting that 
I IF,] IF21 sin 01 = [(F, .F,)(F,.F,)-(F, .F2)211’2= ldet @111/2=a, 
we see that (4.5) equals 
The e3 component can be computed explicitly: 
1 
s 
Z 
471 @ 1 u: + u: + z21 3’2 
du = i 1: lr2 iL21 3,2 dr = i sgn z. 
The e, , e, components 
1 
s 
‘I 
G du, $ 1u: + 24: + z213’2 
taken in the principle value sense (4.1), 
s 
N 
lim 
N-x --N duj, 
are zero because the integrands are odd functions. 1 
We define, for periodic scalar functions g E L2(Q), the operator P, 
(PgMu) = ;‘eo jQ (a(u) g(u) - a(u) g(u)) WoK’b - u> 2)) du. (4.6) 
With this definition, we have by Lemma 4.3, 
lim I g(u) Wo(A;‘(u - u, z)) 4~) du z+o Q 
= t&)(u) -k sgn z g(u) v(u). 
From the proof of Lemma 4.3, 
(h?)(u) = f?. jR2 b(u) g(u) n,Vqo,A;l(u - u, z)) du, 
(4.7) 
where rcr is the projection onto the tangent space of S, and the integral is 
in the sense of (4.1). 
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Let x denote the characteristic function of Q0 on R*. We break P into 
two pieces, 
P= PI+ P(l -x). 
Since Vq, is smooth in lR2\5Q0, 
(where c’ = u ) a,,) is a compact operator. We denote K = P( 1 - 1). 
Writing B = Px, we have 
= p.v. 
s 
h(o - u) 7cTVq&4ty’U) du, 
?a’ 
where h = xag E L2( R2). 
For each v E Q, u E [w’, z E R, define 
Y.-(4 u) = 
I(u,, u2, z)l’ 
I/4,- ‘(U,) 4, z)13’ 
(4.8 1 
(4.9) 
Notice that y0 is homogeneous of degree zero in U: for all real t # 0, 
‘rJ II, tu) = y”( E, 24). 
Furthermore, yZ is continuous, bounded, and bounded away from zero in 
{(u, 0): u #O}. 
From the definition of cp,, and (4.9) we immediately get: 
LEMMA 4.4. There hold: 
0) Vv,(A;- ‘(4 z)) = AL7’yZ(u, U) VWJU, z), 
(ii) jlu, = 1 h(u, 10 Vcpdu) 44~) = 0, 
where p is the surface measure on { 1 UI = 11. 
Hold u0 E Q fixed; for j = 1, 2 consider the operator 
(B$,h)(n)=P.v. jRIh(o-n) YO(U,, U) njV’Po(U) & (4.10) 
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where nj is the projection onto the jth coordinate. It follows from Lem- 
ma 4.4(ii) and the general theory of singular integrals (see [ 10, Chap. II, 
Sect. 41) that B& is bounded on L2(iw2), and for h E L’(iw’), 
where the symbol bj(vo, 4) is homogeneous of degree 0 in 4 and is given by 
skn(4’ . ~1 “uo(b u) uj &L(u), 151 = 1. (4.11) 
u ,=, 
(Here dp is the measure on the circle S’ = { 1~1 = 1 }.) 
By the Fourier inversion formula, 
(B&W,) = p.v. i‘ Mu, - u) YO(UO, u) Q’v&) du 
= 
i 
Iw2 h,(u,, 5) h(t) e2rrruo.e d<. 
E (Bjh)(uo) (j= 1, 2). (4.12) 
Thus from (4.8) and Lemma 4.4(i), 
Bcx=(B,w)F, +(B,c~g)F2. 
Remark 4.1. In the case where A,‘= 1, so that IF,1 = IF21 = 1, 
F, F, = 0 (for example, S is flat), we have y,,(u, U) = 1 and from (4.11) 
Then 
where the 9, are Riesz transforms (see, for instance, [ 10, Chap. III, 
Sect. 1)). 
From (4.11), (4.12) we see that B, has the form of a standard pseudo- 
differential operator of order zero. From general theory [ 11, Chap. II, 
Theorem 6.31, B, is bounded on L’(Q) and 
11 B, 11 L*(QLL*(Q) d c sup Ib,(u, 01. (4.13) 
ljep 
i’ t R2 
From (4.11), llBjjl <CSU~,,~ (lAJ3. Summarizing: 
409.166,2-15 
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LEMMA 4.5. The operator P defined in (4.6) can he written 
Pg = B, qF, + B, agF, + Kg, 
kvhere K is compact and B,, B, are bounded on L’(Q). The operators Bi are 
“order zero,” admit the representation (4.12), and 3atisj.b the bound (4.13). 
5. THE JUMP RELATIONS 
We note that the parametrization F is oriented so that q(u) defined in 
(4.3) points into n2. 
Let u E Q, so F(u) = p E S. Define 
E;(u) = iii E,(F(u 
E;(u) = i.‘~ E,(F(u 
and define H L, Hi similarly. 
Let k, = w(E,~)‘,*, k2 = o(E~~)“*. We denote, for j= 1,2, $,(u, U) = 
$~,(F(u) - F(u)), Ri(u, u) = &,,Ju, u), and define 
G,=R,-icc$,. 
The kernel G, is the “regular part” of the kernel ek, defined in (3.3) in the 
sense that o/k, = G, + Vt+b,A,: ‘, and by Lemma 4.2 we have 
lG,(u, u)l 6 ,Lj” u,. 
From the representation (3.6) we get 
E:(u) = j 
Q 
{ iop*$, - JxG,+~(VO.I+ia.I)G, 
I 
+‘:‘E jQ(-J)xVq,(A;‘(u-u,z))rrdu 
+;E& jQ(V,-I+iz-I)Vq,(A,. ‘(u-u,z))adu. 
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Thus from (4.7), 
523 
JxG,+---&V,,.Z+ia.Z)G, 
‘I 
Similarly, 
E&)=j {iwpZ~,- JxG1+&,~Z+bZ)G~ IS du 
Q 2 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
In the same way, we have for j = 1,2, 
H.;(o)=! (Iw~;~~,+ZxG,+~(V,,.J+iu.J)Gi}od~ 
Q 
where “- ” is forj= 1, “ +” is for ,j = 2. 
From (5.1), (5.2) we see that 
[E,] = (EA - Ei) 
WZ(l//, - $2) - Jx (G, - (32) 
(5.4) 
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and from (5.3), 
[H,] =(HL-HZ) 
+&+‘2).J(G,-GJ adu 
I 
-~xv-&p”.J+ia.J)“. (5.5) 
Denoting the integral expression in (5.4) by T,(Z, J), the integral expression 
in (5.5) by T,(Z, J), and using the identities q x (Jx q) = J and n x r = 0, we 
see that 
‘IxP(v”~z+icc~z)+Y/x T,(Z,J), 
(5.6) 
yI x [H,] = -z+ q x T,(Z, J). 
6. REDUCTION TO INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Recall the fields E,, H, defined in (1.7). We shall try to solve (1.1 )-( 1.4) 
in the form 
(E, H) = (E”, H,) + (E,, H,) ei= (6.1) 
with E,, H, periodic over the lattice A 
Denote 
Zo=qx(H~-H;?,)ep’” ‘, 
J,=qx(E:-Ei)e-““, 
where EJ, = E, In,, H’,= H, IR,. We want to solve 
rx [HJ +I,,=0 
rl x E&11 + Jo = 0, 
(6.2) 
where q x [H,], q x [EJ are given by (5.6). In particular, we shall find 
conditions under which the system (6.2) is Fredholm over L*(Q) (or more 
accurately, over X= [L*(Q)]“). W e can integrate by parts and write 
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where 
also 
where 
+$J.v~(G, -G,)+-&.J(L-., -G2) adu. 
i 
Then from (5.6) the system is 
I-iO(&,--2) (~xJ)~,~du-flx~2(z,J)=z~, I (6.3) 
LEMMA 6.1. There holds, 
vii. (~/xJ).R,adu. , 
JQ(qxJ)$,gdu= -P+xJ)-j 
c 
ProoJ Integrating by parts as in Lemma 3.2, 
bj 
Q 
(tlxJ)$,adu= -j WW.v,hPT 
sl 
= -jQ()lxJ)-V~,A,‘od~-jQ(nxJ)-R,rrdu. 1 
From (6.3) and Lemma 6.1, 
1 
(6.4) 
(r/xJ).R,crdu 
1 
+K,+V,,,&, 
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where K, is compact. Substituting into (6.4) we get 
J+ (El - &*I2 q~P(P.(qxJ))+Kz= -fo, 
E,E? 
(6.5 1 
where K, is the sum of all the compact operators and Jo, the 
inhomogeneous term, depends only on I(,, J,,. 
By Lemma 4.5, P( P. (q x J)) is a bounded operator in L’(Q). 
Consider the resolvent operator 
R(i)=[l+~~XP(P~(yxl))] l. (6.6) 
This is a holomorphic function in the complex /l-plane. Denote its poles by 
2,) &, . . . . then IA,1 -+ x, if.j + c;c. We shall henceforth assume that 
for all j. (6.7) 
Set i = (E, - E$/(E, Ed) and apply R(l) to (6.5): 
Js R(l) K, = -R(X) I,,. (6.8 1 
Clearly (6.3), (6.8) form a Fredholm system of integral equations 
equivalent to (6.3), (6.4). Summarizing: 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that (6.7) holds. Then the Maxwell equations 
(1.1 )-( 1.4) have a solution of the ,form (6.1) brith E,, H, periodic (f .for the 
Fredholm qstem (6.3), (6.8) the first alternative holds; further, the ,field 
(E,, H,) has the,form 
where -TV, is +a,,(k,), A,: is A,: above Sand /1,, is -lJ,(k,), A’ is A, 
below S, and /?,, = /l,(k) is defined in (2.4). 
Observe that the series in (6.9) represents back-scattered (or reflected) 
waves above S and forward scattered (or transmitted) waves below S. Thus 
it is natural to refer to the condition (6.9) as the “radiation condition” at 
infinity. 
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We supplement Theorem 6.2 with a uniqueness result: 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that (6.7) holds and that the first alternative holds 
,fbr the Fredholm system (6.3), (6.8). Then the solution of the Maxwell equa- 
tions having the form (6.1) with E,, H, periodic over A and satisfying the 
radiation condition (6.9) is unique. 
Proo$ Following [3] we use the integral representation [7, p. 1301 
for E,, H, in QOx ( -A4 < .vj < M}. The boundary integrals on aQO x 
{ - A4 < .x~ < M) cancel out by the periodicity. If we let M -+ cc and use 
(6.9), we find that the integrals over (,Y~ = +MJ tend to zero. In the limit 
we obtain precisely the same integral representation as in Section 3 
(with I= -v x H,, J= q x E,). This then leads to the Fredholm integral 
equations (6.3) (6.8) whose solution is unique by the first alternative 
assumption. 1 
Remark 6.1. We have assumed so far that S is a C’ surface. However, 
all our results extend to the case where S is piecewise C’; i.e., the surface 
S consists of portions, each being uniformly in C”. Indeed the main point 
to check is that the operator Pg defined in (4.5) remains bounded in L2. 
But this follows by decomposing g into a sum of functions g, each 
supported on a C’ portion S, of S. Since g, may be viewed as extended 
by 0 into a C’ surface 3, containing the closure of S, in its interior, 
11 Pg, I/ Lo < C 11 g, I/ Lo and the same then holds for Pg. 
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